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Abstract—This paper presents measurements and characteriza-5
tion of D-band indoor channels. The measurements are performed6
in line-of-sight (LoS), obstructed-LoS (OLoS), and reflected non-7
LoS (RNLoS) environments. For OLoS sceanrio, cylindrical8
objects of different materials are used as an obstruction. For9
RNLoS, different surfaces are used as reflectors. From the large10
set of LoS and OLoS measured data, the parameters for single-11
slope path loss model with shadowing are devised. Furthermore,12
the analysis of multipath propagation is performed. The results13
show that strong multiple reflections from the transmitter and14
receiver electronics are present both in LoS and OLoS envi-15
ronments. Additionally, the results show that glass and ceramic16
objects in the propagation path produce surface-diffracted rays17
which clock-wise and counter clock-wise superposition leads to18
frequency-dependent path loss. Finally, the results show that the19
RNLoS measured path loss with aluminum plate as a reflector is20
very similar to free-space path loss when the angle of incidence21
and the angle of reflection are equal.22

Index Terms—Channel measurements, channel modeling,23
D-band channels, indoor channels.24

I. INTRODUCTION25

U LTRA-WIDEBAND wireless communication systems26

are expected to help satisfy the ever-growing need for27

smaller devices that can offer higher speed wireless com-28

munications anywhere and anytime. In the past years, it has29

become obvious that wireless data rates exceeding 10 Gb/s30

will be required in several years from now [1]. To achieve31

this goal, several frequency bands have been explored. For32

example, propagation characteristics of 60 GHz with an unreg-33

ulated bandwidth of 7 GHz have been presented in [2]–[10]34

and references therein. Similarly, propagation characteristics35

of 300 GHz with an unregulated bandwidth of 47 GHz have36

been presented in [11]–[25] and references therein. While37

60-GHz communications have limited bandwidth, 300 GHz38

communications are limited in range.39

As an alternative, the 60 GHz of spectrum from 110 to40

170 GHz (D-band) offers a promising approach to provide41
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sufficient bandwidth and range required for ultra-fast and ultra- 42

wideband data transmissions [26]. This frequency band is 43

ideally suited for short- and medium-range communications. 44

This large bandwidth paired with higher speed wireless links 45

has potential applications in precision positioning and veloc- 46

ity sensors [27], passive millimeter-wave cameras [28] and 47

can open the door to a large number of novel applications 48

such as ultra-high-speed pico-cell cellular links, wireless short- 49

range communications, and on-body communication for health 50

monitoring systems. Note that this frequency band is currently 51

unregulated for wireless communications, and is typically used 52

for atmospheric applications. 53

To enable wireless communications in D-band, it is impera- 54

tive to understand propagation mechanisms that govern com- 55

munication at these frequencies. While D-band has been 56

extensively used for microwave atmospheric sounding (e.g., 57

[29]), to the best of our knowledge, no indoor D-band chan- 58

nel characterization based on measurements has been reported 59

in the open literature. Although channel characterization at 60

120 GHz for an indoor office scenario has been reported in 61

[30], the work only presents ray-tracing simulation results with- 62

out channel measurements. While atmospheric absorbtion is 63

the main focus of microwave atmospheric sounding, this loss 64

plays minor role in indoor propagation. Reflections, diffraction, 65

and scattering are more prevalent propagation mechanisms in 66

indoor D-band channels. 67

As the first step toward characterizing D-band channel, we 68

have performed line-of-sight (LoS), obstructed-LoS (OLoS), 69

and reflected non-LoS (RNLoS) measurements at 140 with 70

60 GHz of bandwidth between the transmitter (Tx) and the 71

receiver (Rx). The contributions of this paper are as follows. 7272

1) Devised parameters for the single-slope path loss model 73

with shadowing for LoS and OLoS environments. The 74

results show that the path loss exponent is around 1.9 75

for LoS environment and the variations due to shadow- 76

ing are negligible. Furthermore, the results show that the 77

path loss exponent for plastic cup OLoS path is the closest 78

to the LoS path loss exponent and that glass and ceramic 79

OLoS path loss exponents increase to 3. Additionally, we 80

find that glass and ceramics objects in the propagation 81

path cause multiple strong reflections leading to higher 82

frequency-dependent path loss. Finally, we observe that 83

the RNLoS path loss with aluminum plate as a reflec- 84

tor is very similar to free-space path loss when the angle 85

of incidence and reflection are equal. This indicates that 86

communication is possible in RNLoS scenarios. 87
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Fig. 1. 110–170 GHz measurement setup.F1:1

2) Analyzed the rms delay spread τrms, the mean excess88

delay τm, and the coherence bandwidth for LoS, OLoS,89

and RNLoS environments. In LoS environment, the mean90

values of τrms and τm are 12.84 and 16.95 ps, respec-91

tively. The mean excess delay increases in the presence92

of obstructions, with the smallest increase in the presence93

of plastic cup and the largest increase in the presence of94

ceramic mug. There is almost no increase in the mean95

excess delay in RNLoS environment for aluminum plate96

as a reflector and the equal angles of incidence and97

reflection.98

3) Analyzed the power delay profiles (PDPs) for LoS, OLoS,99

and RNLoS environments. We can observe that the strong100

reflections from the Tx and Rx electronics are present101

both in LoS and OLoS environments. Additionally, OLoS102

channels with obstructions of cylindrical shape, such103

as a glass beaker, a plastic cup, or a ceramic mug,104

also experience the diffraction at the convex surface of105

the cylindrical obstruction. The creeping waves, or the106

surface-diffracted rays that travel around the cylinder in107

clock-wise and counter clock-wise directions superim-108

pose leading to frequency dependant path loss.109

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.110

Section II describes the measurement equipment, antennas used111

in the measurements, and the measurement setup. Section III112

presents the path loss, shadowing, and multipath propagation113

analysis of LoS measured data. Section IV presents the path114

loss, shadowing, and multipath propagation analysis of OLoS115

measured data, while Section V presents the path loss and mul-116

tipath propagation analysis of RNLoS measured data. Finally,117

Section VI provides some concluding remarks.118

II. MEASUREMENT SETUP119

A. Equipment120

The block diagram of the D-band measurement setup is121

shown in Fig. 1. The Agilent E8361C vector network analyzer122

is used for all measurements. The E8361C has a frequency123

range up to 67 GHz; therefore, the N5260A (millimeter-124

wave controller) and OML V06VNA2 (millimeter-wave test125

head modules) are used to extend the range to the D-band126

TABLE I T1:1
MEASUREMENT PARAMETERS T1:2

(110–170 GHz). The N5260A millimeter-wave controller 127

provides radio frequency (RF) and local oscillator (LO) sig- 128

nals to the millimeter-wave test head modules and returns the 129

down-converted reference and test IF signals to the VNA for 130

process and display. The OML V06VNA2 frequency exten- 131

sion module has an LO multiplication factor of 10, which 132

up-converts the input LO frequency from 11 to 17 GHz, 133

supplied by the millimeter-wave controller, to the D-band 134

(110–170 GHz). 135

The full available bandwidth of 60 GHz is used in all mea- 136

surements, which provides the spatial and temporal resolution 137

of 5 mm or 0.0167 ns. Due to input power restrictions of the 138

mixers, a test signal with a power of 0 dBm is used, provid- 139

ing a dynamic range of approximately 90 dB for the chosen 140

intermediate frequency filter bandwidth of ΔIF = 100 Hz. The 141

number of sweep points is set to 801, and the maximum excess 142

delay is 13 ns. All measurement parameters are summarized in 143

Table I. 144

B. Antenna Characteristics 145

The antenna used in the measurement is a pyramidal horn 146

with gain that varies from 22 to 23 dBi from 110 to 170 GHz, 147

respectively. Both Tx and Rx antennas are vertically polar- 148

ized and have theoretical half-power beamwidth (HPBW) of 149

12◦ and 13.5◦ in E- and H-plane, respectively, at 110 GHz. 150

The E- and H-plane beamwidths also decrease to 9◦ and 12◦, 151

respectively, toward higher frequencies. Furthermore, antennas 152

have sidelobes that are at least 25 dB below the main beam 153

and all possible reflectors on the sides of the channel have been 154

covered with absorbers as shown in Fig. 3, to ensure that any 155

paths resulting from the sidelobes are suppressed. The mea- 156

sured S11 and the frequency-dependent gain of the horn antenna 157

are presented in Fig. 2. Note that the return loss shown here 158

includes the reflections at the interfaces between cable and test 159

head, as well as test head and the antenna due to mismatches 160

between them. Nevertheless, we can observe that the S11 is 161

below −25 dB across the entire bandwidth. In further analy- 162

sis, antennas are considered to be part of the channel impulse 163

response, which is typically the case in wireless communication 164

applications. 165
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Fig. 2. Reflection coefficient and gain of the horn antenna used in measure-
ments.

F2:1
F2:2

C. Measurement Scenarios166

In this measurement campaign, three different scenarios167

have been considered: LoS scenario shown in Fig. 3(a), OLoS168

scenario shown in Fig. 3(b), and RNLoS scenario shown in169

Fig. 3(c).170

Considering the short-range of D-band applications, the171

Tx–Rx separation distance d shown in Fig. 1, has been varied172

from 35.56 (14′′) to 86.36 cm (34′′) in 5.08 cm (2′′) incre-173

ments, giving a total of 11 different distances for LoS scenario.174

Furthermore, to mitigate the reflections from the ground and the175

metallic transceiver cases, the Tx and Rx test heads have been176

placed on top of a supporting plastic container, and all possible177

reflecting surfaces, including the ground, the equipment rack178

cabinet, and the front faces of the test heads, have been cov-179

ered with absorbers as shown in Fig. 3(a). For OLoS scenario,180

obstructions of circular cylinder shape, i.e., cups, have been181

used as typical objects present on desk tops. To study the impact182

of different materials on propagation in D-band, three different183

types of material, i.e., glass, plastic (polystyrene), and ceramic184

have been considered. The same 11 Tx–Rx separations as in185

LoS scenario have been used for OLoS scenario. Each obstruc-186

tion is placed such that the cylinder’s center coincides with the187

midpoint of the separation distance, and its top edge is 3.5 cm188

above the LoS path. Furthermore, to investigate the effect of189

obstruction height on path loss, we have varied the positions of190

the top rim of the cylinders, or h in Fig. 1, from 14.3 to 21.9 cm.191

The obstruction height has been varied by having different num-192

ber of styrofoam pads (which have been tested to cause minimal193

reflections at the frequencies of interest) underneath the cylin-194

der obstruction, as shown in Fig. 1. Note that the centers of the195

horn antennas are located 20.6 cm above the table. Finally, in196

RNLoS scenario, we use reflection as the main mechanism of197

wave propagation. Two types of reflecting surfaces, aluminum198

plate and fiberboard, having different reflectivity and surface199

roughness, have been used. Furthermore, by varying the angu-200

lar position of the Rx, while keeping the Tx position fixed,201

the range of Rx angular offsets at which the Rx can detect202

the reflected signal is studied. For RNLoS, the LoS separation203

distance was fixed to 76.2 cm.204

III. CHARACTERIZATION OF D-BAND LOS CHANNEL 205

A. LoS Path Loss and Shadowing 206

In this paper, we refer to mean path loss as the transmit power 207

multiplied by the transmit and receive antenna gains divided by 208

the mean received power, i.e., 209

PL =
Pt ·Gt ·Gr

P̄r
=

(
4πd

λ

)2

. (1)

The mean path loss is obtained by averaging a swept contin- 210

uous wave over time and frequency, i.e., 211

PL(d) =
1

MN

N∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

|H(fi, tj , d)|2 (2)

where H(fi, tj , d) is the measured complex frequency response 212

data matrix, N is the number of observed frequencies, M is the 213

number of frequency-response snapshots over time, and d is the 214

distance in meters. 215

Fig. 4 compares the measured path loss with the theoretical 216

path loss calculated using (1). We plot only 5 out of 11 separa- 217

tion distances to avoid clutter. We can observe that the measured 218

path loss curves very closely follow the theoretical lines. The 219

oscillations observed in the path loss curves have been found 220

to be a result of multiple reflections between the front faces 221

of the Tx and Rx test heads. Although they were covered 222

with a layer of absorbing material, as shown in Fig. 3(a), it 223

was apparently not thick enough to completely mitigate the 224

reflections. This resulted in the constructive and destructive 225

interference between the direct and reflected rays, which led 226

to the oscillation in the measured S21. 227

Fig. 5 shows the scatter plot of the mean path loss as a func- 228

tion of transmitter–receiver (T–R) separation on a desktop for 229

an LoS environment. We can observe that the variation between 230

different frequency-response snapshots over time is minimal. 231

This is because there are no temporal or spatial variations nor 232

additional clutter in the channel that would cause significant 233

variations in the measured path loss. Note that this finding is 234

significantly different from typical indoor measurements, where 235

path loss significantly varies around the mean value. This find- 236

ing leads us to conclude that the number of frequency-response 237

snapshots over time does not have to be large and we have found 238

that ten measurements are sufficient to capture all temporal 239

variations in the signal. 240

Path loss over distance can be modeled by the path loss 241

exponent model [31], i.e., 242

PL(d) = 10γ log10

(
d

d0

)
+ PL(d0) +Xσ (3)

where PL(d) is the average path loss in dB at the distance d, 243

PL(d0) is the free-space path loss at the reference distance d0, 244

γ is the path loss exponent that characterizes how fast the path 245

loss increases with the increase in the separation between the 246

Tx and the Rx, and Xσ represents shadow fading that can be 247

modeled as a zero-mean Gaussian distributed random variable 248

(in dB) with standard deviation σ. Single slope path loss model 249
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Fig. 3. Photographs of measurement scenarios. (a) LoS. (b) OLoS, glass as obstruction. (c) RNLoS, aluminum plate as reflector.F3:1

Fig. 4. Measured and theoretical path loss for five separation distances.F4:1

Fig. 5. Scatter plot of the LoS path loss.F5:1

is a statistical method used to estimate the path-loss slope and250

the variation from the mean path loss. This is an important tool251

when designing communication systems. More advanced sta-252

tistical models can be devised from the measurements if the253

Fig. 6. Confirming the log-normality of the shadow fading caused by variations
in T–R alignment in LoS environment.

F6:1
F6:2

single slope model does not produce adequate fit, which is not 254

the case in our paper. Alternative approach is a deterministic 255

approach (e.g., ray-tracing [22] and diffraction modeling [23]), 256

which is expected to produce more repeatable results; however, 257

it depends on the detailed and accurate description of all objects 258

in the propagation space. 259

To estimate the path loss model parameters γ and σ(dB) 260

in (3), we have performed the least-squares linear regression 261

fitting through the scatter of measured path loss points in deci- 262

bels such that the root mean square (rms) deviation of path 263

loss points about the regression line is minimized. The refer- 264

ence distance is d0 = 1 m and the free-space path loss at the 265

reference distance d0 is PL(d0) = 75.19 dB. The found path 266

loss exponent is around 1.97 and the variations due to shad- 267

owing are around σ = 0.12 dB. To confirm that shadowing 268

can be modeled as a zero-mean Gaussian distributed random 269

variable, Fig. 6 compares the measured distribution of shadow 270

fading with the Gaussian distribution. This shadowing is due 271

to misalignment between the Tx and Rx antennas. While this 272

may not be a conventional shadowing process, it is still a ran- 273

dom process that causes variations of received power at a given 274

distance. 275
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TABLE IIT2:1
MEAN EXCESS DELAY, RMS DELAY SPREAD, AND COHERENCE

BANDWIDTH FOR DIFFERENT T–R SEPARATION DISTANCES

T2:2
T2:3

B. LoS Multipath Characterization276

Multipath propagation is the propagation mechanism mani-277

fested when the transmitted signal reaches the receive antenna278

along two or more paths. Such waves typically arrive at the Rx279

from many different directions and with different delays, and280

combine vectorially at the Rx antenna. Such channel impulse281

response can be characterized as [31]282

h(t, τ, d) =
L∑

k=1

ak(t, d) exp(jθk(t, d))δ(t− τk) (4)

where L is the number of multipath components, ak represents283

the amplitude of the kth multipath component, θk is the associ-284

ated phase, and τk is the excess delay of the kth path relative to285

the first arrival, and δ(·) denotes the Dirac delta function.286

An estimate of the channel impulse response is made by287

taking the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) of the288

measured frequency response. The impulse response is then289

normalized such that the area under the squared magnitude290

of the power-delay response is equal to one. We refer to a291

normalized squared magnitude of the impulse response as the292

multipath intensity profile (MIP) at the single point in space.293

The noise floor of the MIP is set to 10 dB above the average294

Rx noise floor. Part of the MIP characterization is based on295

rms delay spread τrms, which is a measure of multipath spread296

within the channel. It is an important parameter for characteriz-297

ing time dispersion or frequency selectivity. It is the square root298

of the second central moment of the MIP and is given by [31]299

τrms =

√√√√ L∑
k=1

(τk − τm)2|h(t, τk, d)|2 (5)

where τm is the mean excess delay (the first moment of the300

MIP) and is defined as301

τm =

L∑
k=1

τk · |h(t, τk, d)|2. (6)

The rms delay spread, mean excess delay, and the coher-302

ence bandwidth (Bc = 1/(2 · π · τrms)) for three separation303

distances with and without the absorbers are presented in304

Table II. It is observed that the coherence bandwidths have305

almost doubled, or even tripled, when the absorbers are in306

place.307

For the distance of 35.56 cm, the delay spread τrms is308

expected to be lower, or equivalently, the coherence bandwidth309

is expected to be higher than that of the 76.20 cm, but the310

Fig. 7. Normalized PDPs for the three separation distances without absorbers. F7:1

Fig. 8. Normalized PDPs for the three separation distances with absorbers. F8:1

opposite is observed in Table II. This is because the distance 311

of 35.56 cm is short enough for the second reflected path to 312

be captured within the maximum excess delay of 6.67 ns. This 313

detection of an extra reflected signal results in the increase in 314

the delay spread, which leads to the decrease in the coherence 315

bandwidth. When the absorbers are used to cover the Tx/Rx test 316

head’s front face, we can observe that, while the reflections are 317

almost completely removed for 76.20 cm, there are still some 318

weak reflections observed for 35.56 cm. This has again resulted 319

in a slightly narrower coherence bandwidth for 35.56 cm then 320

that for 76.20 cm. 321

The PDP of the three separation distances in LoS environ- 322

ment with and without the absorbers that cover the Tx and Rx 323

test heads is shown in Figs. 7 and 8. Note that all PDP’s are 324

normalized, and referenced to the first incoming path. We can 325

observe that the later arriving paths caused by reflections off the 326

metallic test head cases can be attenuated using the absorbers. It 327

is also observed that the reflected paths have increasing excess 328

delay, more delay spread, and decreasing signal power with 329
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Fig. 9. Path loss in OLoS scenario as a function of frequency, where the obstructions are (a) glass beaker; (b) plastic cup; and (c) ceramic mug (upper row) and the
path loss scatter plot as a function of distance (lower row) for OLoS scenarios, where the obstructions are (d) glass beaker; (e) plastic cup; and (f) ceramic mug.

F9:1
F9:2

increasing T–R separation as they travel further distances with330

more power spreading. In summary, the unwanted reflections331

from the transceiver electronics will have a profound impact on332

the channel, and attenuating these reflected signals below cer-333

tain threshold could be an important issue when building the334

transceiver systems.335

IV. CHARACTERIZATION OF D-BAND OLOS CHANNEL336

A. OLoS Path Loss and Shadowing337

The OLoS environment is created by placing a glass beaker,338

a plastic cup, and a ceramic mug in the midpoint of the sep-339

aration distance, and its top edge is 3.5 cm above the LoS340

path. The measured path losses for these three scenarios and341

three different separation distances are presented in Fig. 9(a)–342

(c), respectively. The measured results are compared with the343

free-space theoretical path loss obtained using (1). The plots344

show that the measured path loss is much higher than the free-345

space path loss, which is an expected result since the OLoS has346

higher losses due to obstructions in LoS. Furthermore, we can347

observe that the plastic cup introduces the least amount of atten-348

uation compared to free-space path loss and that the variation349

of path loss across frequencies is minimal. The glass beaker350

introduces higher attenuation and as the distance increases, the351

path loss variations as the function of frequency become more352

pronounced. Finally, the ceramic mug introduces the high-353

est attenuation and the path loss variations as the function354

of frequency become dominant. We can observe that ceramic355

material introduces similar attenuation as a glass at lower fre-356

quencies, i.e., 110–130 GHz, but then the loss increases to over357

100 dB in the range of 140–160 GHz. We can also observe358

TABLE III T3:1
LOG-DISTANCE PATH LOSS MODEL PARAMETERS T3:2

that the maximum of the path loss changes with the separation 359

between the Tx and Rx. 360

Fig. 9(d)–(f) shows the scatter plot of the path loss as a func- 361

tion of T–R separation for glass, plastic, and ceramic OLoS 362

environments, respectively. All 11 distances are used for the 363

scatter plot to obtain the best linear regression fit. As in the 364

LoS case, there are minimal discrepancies among ten consecu- 365

tive measurements because the channel is quasi-static with no 366

moving objects in the environment. 367

To estimate the path-loss model parameters γ and σ (dB) 368

in (3), we have performed the least-squares linear regression 369

fitting through the scatter of measured path loss points and 370

the results are shown in Fig. 9(d)–(f) for glass, plastic, and 371

ceramic, respectively. The path loss exponents (γ), standard 372

deviations (σ), and the path losses at reference distance, 1 m, 373

(PL0) for all three obstruction materials are summarized in 374

Table III. We can observe that the path loss exponent of plas- 375

tic cup is the closest to the LoS path loss exponent value of 376

1.96, which is not surprising since plastic is very transparent 377

at D-band frequencies. For glass and ceramic, due to the con- 378

siderable blockage of LoS path, the path loss exponents have 379

increased above the free-space value of 2. In OLoS scenarios, 380

shadow fading becomes more dominant because of the presence 381
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Fig. 10. Zero-mean Gaussian distributed shadow fading and measured shadow fading for OLoS scenarios. (a) Glass beaker. (b) Plastic cup. (c) Ceramic mug.F10:1

Fig. 11. Variation in path loss with varying height of the ceramic mug
obstruction.

F11:1
F11:2

of obstructions. To confirm that shadowing can be modeled382

as a zero-mean Gaussian distributed random variable, we have383

compared the measured distribution of shadow fading with the384

Gaussian distribution in Fig. 10. Table III shows that standard385

deviation around the mean path loss is the smallest with plastic386

obstruction and similar (but much higher) for glass and ceramic387

obstructions.388

Fig. 11 shows variation in OLoS path loss with varying389

height of the obstruction, while the T–R separation is fixed at390

86.36 cm. As described in Section II-C, the LoS is 20.6 cm391

above the table, while h is varied from 14.3 to 21.9 cm. In392

Fig. 11, we can see that the path loss closely follows the393

theoretical free-space path loss curve when the LoS path is394

clear of obstruction, which corresponds to h = 14.3 cm in the395

figure. One interesting observation here is that the path loss396

curve for h = 18 cm is about 2 dB below the free-space curve.397

Geometrical optics simulations reveal that the ceramic mug398

height of 18 cm at separation distance of 86.36 cm places the399

top rim of the mug on the boundary of the beam. This results400

in the second ray that reflects off the mug’s top edge, which401

combines vectorially with the first LoS path, leading to a slight402

gain in the received power, and therefore slightly lower path403

loss than predicted by (1). On the other hand, as h increases, or404

as the mug obstructs more of the LoS path, it is observed that405

the path loss increases and becomes more frequency-dependent406

with higher peaks. For this case, our experimental results and 407

application of uniform geometrical theory of diffraction (UTD) 408

have revealed the presence of diffraction at the convex sur- 409

face of the cylindrical obstruction. The creeping waves or the 410

surface-diffracted rays that travel around the cylinder in clock- 411

wise and counter-clock-wise directions and their interference 412

seem to be causing the variation in the measured S21. Further 413

characterization of this particular OLoS channel is one of our 414

main future works. 415

B. OLoS Multipath Characterization 416

Fig. 12 plots the PDPs for three obstructions: glass, plas- 417

tic, and ceramics, respectively. We can observe that all three 418

PDPs have two distinct segments: one where the reflection peak 419

appears at the same time delay regardless of the T–R separation 420

distance (shown as 1 in the figures), followed by the reflection 421

peaks whose positions depend on the T–R separation distance 422

(shown as 2 in the figures). Here, we note that the difference 423

between the first and the second arriving path is always equal 424

to twice the cup diameter, regardless of the T–R separation dis- 425

tance, which explains why the multipath marked as 1 appears at 426

the same excess delay for all distances. Furthermore, from the 427

excess delay that corresponds to the first multipath (marked as 1 428

in the figures), we can conclude that this multipath corresponds 429

to a ray that penetrated the cup, reflected off the wall closer to 430

the Rx, reflected off the wall closer to the Tx, and traveled out- 431

side the cup to the Rx. Although the higher order of reflections 432

might be present, the Rx sensitivity is not high enough to detect 433

them. 434

From Fig. 12, we can observe that the PDP for the plastic cup 435

has weaker reflected paths compared to the glass and ceramic 436

mugs because most of the energy goes through the plastics and 437

does not stay trapped inside the obstruction. Furthermore, we 438

can observe that the PDP for the ceramic mug has significant 439

reflections only at the distance of 35.56 cm, whereas for 45.72 440

and 55.88 cm, it is difficult to identify them because the reflec- 441

tions are significantly attenuated due to material properties. 442

In the PDP section marked as 2 in Fig. 12(a)–(c), we can 443

observe that the position of the multipath peak depends on the 444

T–R separation. From the excess delay that corresponds to the 445

second multipath, we can deduce that the signal has traveled 446

through the obstruction, was reflected from the Rx probe head, 447

was reflected once more off the obstruction, and then received 448
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Fig. 12. PDPs for OLoS scenarios. (a) Glass beaker. (b) Plastic cup. (c) Ceramic mug.F12:1

TABLE IVT4:1
MEAN EXCESS DELAY, RMS DELAY SPREAD, AND COHERENCE

BANDWIDTH FOR DIFFERENT OBSTRUCTION MATERIALS

T4:2
T4:3

by the Rx antenna. Alternatively, the signal was reflected off449

obstruction, then reflected back from the Tx probe head, and450

then traveled through obstruction to the Rx.451

Note that the width of the main peak (first arriving path) is the452

widest for ceramic mug, which is followed by glass beaker and453

plastic cup, as observed in Fig. 12. This indicates that the ratio454

of the power associated with the strongest first arriving path to455

that of the following reflected paths is the highest for plastic,456

while the ratio is the lowest for ceramic. This agrees with the457

fact that glass is the most transparent to the waves, allowing458

most of the transmitted rays to pass through without multiple459

reflections. For ceramics, on the other hand, the transparency of460

the material is much lower than glass, which gives rise to more461

reflected paths that arrive with delays that are very close to each462

other. This high temporal proximity is manifested as clustering463

of the reflected paths, which leads to pulse broadening as shown464

in Fig. 12(c).465

The multipath characterization parameters, τm, τrms, and Bc,466

in the OLoS environment with the three different obstructions467

for the three T–R spacings, 35.56, 55.88, and 76.2 cm, are468

summarized in Table IV. The OLoS channel obstructed by469

the plastic cup has the largest coherence bandwidth of almost470

11 GHz at 35.56 cm, which is comparable with that of LoS471

environment for the same distance. Meanwhile, much narrower472

coherence bandwidths below 5 GHz are observed for glass and473

ceramic mug obstructions.474

V. CHARACTERIZATION OF D-BAND RNLOS CHANNEL475

Another possible way of communication is through RNLoS476

paths. Since the effectiveness of communication will depend477

on the reflectivity of the material; here, we compare two dif-478

ferent reflectors: aluminum plate and fiberboard. Furthermore,479

we investigate the effect of angular orientation of the Rx on the480

Fig. 13. Measured RNLoS path loss for different Rx angles with aluminum
plate, measured RNLoS path loss with fiberboard, and the theoretical free-space
path loss for d = 76.2 cm.

F13:1
F13:2
F13:3

received power levels. The Tx is fixed at φT = 35◦, and the Rx 481

is rotated between φR = 0◦ and φR = 90◦. The angles are mea- 482

sured from the direct LoS path. The T–R separation distance 483

has been fixed at d = 76.2 cm. The measured and theoretical 484

(free-space) path loss for several angles φR with aluminum 485

plate and fiberboard as reflectors are shown in Fig. 13. It is 486

evident from the figure that the level of received power is clos- 487

est to the theoretical LoS level when φR = φT = 35◦, since 488

the condition φR = φT ensures that the maximum power is 489

transferred through specular reflection. The slight discrepancy 490

from the LoS level can be attributed to the reflection coeffi- 491

cient of the aluminum plate. As the Rx angle φR, deviates from 492

35◦, it is observed that reception becomes weaker and the path 493

loss significantly increases. At the two extremes, φ = 0◦ and 494

φ = 90◦, we can observe that the communication is essentially 495

lost. Furthermore, we can observe that the path loss is higher 496

when the fiberboard is used as the reflector. This is not sur- 497

prising result because the fiberboard has lower reflectivity and 498

higher surface roughness. 499

The PDPs for RNLoS channel with aluminum plate and 500

fiberboard as the reflector for the angular positions, φR = 10◦ 501

and 35◦ are presented in Fig. 14. The peaks that coincide at 502

τ = 3.6 ns represent the paths bouncing off the reflector, while 503

an additional peak at τ = 2.7 ns observed for φR = 10◦ is a 504

azajic
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Fig. 14. PDP for different Rx angles with aluminum plate and fiberboard as
the reflecting surfaces.

F14:1
F14:2

TABLE VT5:1
MEAN EXCESS DELAY, RMS DELAY SPREAD, AND COHERENCE

BANDWIDTH FOR DIFFERENT Rx ANGULAR POSITIONS

T5:2
T5:3

result of the direct LoS path that arrives before the reflected505

path. Note that for the same Rx angle of φR = 35◦, alu-506

minum plate and fiberboard produce similar PDPs with a single507

reflected path and no higher order reflections due to the high508

directivity of the antenna.509

Table V presents the mean excess delay, rms delay spread,510

and coherence bandwidth for several Rx angular positions in511

RNLoS environment. As expected, we can observe the largest512

coherence bandwidth for φR = 35◦, at which maximum power513

transfer occurs. At the same angle, when the reflecting surface514

is fiberboard, the coherence bandwidth is four times smaller. It515

is also observed that the coherence bandwidth reduces rapidly516

as the Rx angle deviates from 35◦, dropping to megahertz range517

at φR = 90◦.518

VI. CONCLUSION519

This paper presents measurements and characterization of520

D-band indoor channels. The measurements are performed in521

LoS, OLoS, and RNLoS environments. For OLoS sceanrio,522

cylindrical objects of different materials are used as obstruc-523

tions. For RNLoS, different surfaces are used as reflectors.524

From the large set of LoS and OLoS measured data, the param-525

eters for single-slope path loss model with shadowing are526

devised. Furthermore, the analysis of multipath propagation is527

performed. The rms delay spread, the mean excess delay, and528

the coherence bandwidth for LoS, OLoS, and RNLoS environ-529

ments are calculated. In addition, the PDPs for LoS, OLoS,530

and RNLoS environments are analyzed. The results show that531

strong multiple reflections from the Tx and Rx electronics are532

present both in LoS and OLoS environments. Additionally, the 533

results show that glass and ceramic objects in the propaga- 534

tion path produce surface-diffracted rays which clock-wise and 535

counter-clock-wise superposition leads to frequency-dependent 536

path loss. Finally, the results show that the RNLoS measured 537

path loss with aluminum plate as a reflector is very similar to 538

free-space path loss when the angle of incidence and the angle 539

of reflection are equal. 540
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Abstract—This paper presents measurements and characteriza-5
tion of D-band indoor channels. The measurements are performed6
in line-of-sight (LoS), obstructed-LoS (OLoS), and reflected non-7
LoS (RNLoS) environments. For OLoS sceanrio, cylindrical8
objects of different materials are used as an obstruction. For9
RNLoS, different surfaces are used as reflectors. From the large10
set of LoS and OLoS measured data, the parameters for single-11
slope path loss model with shadowing are devised. Furthermore,12
the analysis of multipath propagation is performed. The results13
show that strong multiple reflections from the transmitter and14
receiver electronics are present both in LoS and OLoS envi-15
ronments. Additionally, the results show that glass and ceramic16
objects in the propagation path produce surface-diffracted rays17
which clock-wise and counter clock-wise superposition leads to18
frequency-dependent path loss. Finally, the results show that the19
RNLoS measured path loss with aluminum plate as a reflector is20
very similar to free-space path loss when the angle of incidence21
and the angle of reflection are equal.22

Index Terms—Channel measurements, channel modeling,23
D-band channels, indoor channels.24

I. INTRODUCTION25

U LTRA-WIDEBAND wireless communication systems26

are expected to help satisfy the ever-growing need for27

smaller devices that can offer higher speed wireless com-28

munications anywhere and anytime. In the past years, it has29

become obvious that wireless data rates exceeding 10 Gb/s30

will be required in several years from now [1]. To achieve31

this goal, several frequency bands have been explored. For32

example, propagation characteristics of 60 GHz with an unreg-33

ulated bandwidth of 7 GHz have been presented in [2]–[10]34

and references therein. Similarly, propagation characteristics35

of 300 GHz with an unregulated bandwidth of 47 GHz have36

been presented in [11]–[25] and references therein. While37

60-GHz communications have limited bandwidth, 300 GHz38

communications are limited in range.39

As an alternative, the 60 GHz of spectrum from 110 to40

170 GHz (D-band) offers a promising approach to provide41
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sufficient bandwidth and range required for ultra-fast and ultra- 42

wideband data transmissions [26]. This frequency band is 43

ideally suited for short- and medium-range communications. 44

This large bandwidth paired with higher speed wireless links 45

has potential applications in precision positioning and veloc- 46

ity sensors [27], passive millimeter-wave cameras [28] and 47

can open the door to a large number of novel applications 48

such as ultra-high-speed pico-cell cellular links, wireless short- 49

range communications, and on-body communication for health 50

monitoring systems. Note that this frequency band is currently 51

unregulated for wireless communications, and is typically used 52

for atmospheric applications. 53

To enable wireless communications in D-band, it is impera- 54

tive to understand propagation mechanisms that govern com- 55

munication at these frequencies. While D-band has been 56

extensively used for microwave atmospheric sounding (e.g., 57

[29]), to the best of our knowledge, no indoor D-band chan- 58

nel characterization based on measurements has been reported 59

in the open literature. Although channel characterization at 60

120 GHz for an indoor office scenario has been reported in 61

[30], the work only presents ray-tracing simulation results with- 62

out channel measurements. While atmospheric absorbtion is 63

the main focus of microwave atmospheric sounding, this loss 64

plays minor role in indoor propagation. Reflections, diffraction, 65

and scattering are more prevalent propagation mechanisms in 66

indoor D-band channels. 67

As the first step toward characterizing D-band channel, we 68

have performed line-of-sight (LoS), obstructed-LoS (OLoS), 69

and reflected non-LoS (RNLoS) measurements at 140 with 70

60 GHz of bandwidth between the transmitter (Tx) and the 71

receiver (Rx). The contributions of this paper are as follows. 7272

1) Devised parameters for the single-slope path loss model 73

with shadowing for LoS and OLoS environments. The 74

results show that the path loss exponent is around 1.9 75

for LoS environment and the variations due to shadow- 76

ing are negligible. Furthermore, the results show that the 77

path loss exponent for plastic cup OLoS path is the closest 78

to the LoS path loss exponent and that glass and ceramic 79

OLoS path loss exponents increase to 3. Additionally, we 80

find that glass and ceramics objects in the propagation 81

path cause multiple strong reflections leading to higher 82

frequency-dependent path loss. Finally, we observe that 83

the RNLoS path loss with aluminum plate as a reflec- 84

tor is very similar to free-space path loss when the angle 85

of incidence and reflection are equal. This indicates that 86

communication is possible in RNLoS scenarios. 87
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Fig. 1. 110–170 GHz measurement setup.F1:1

2) Analyzed the rms delay spread τrms, the mean excess88

delay τm, and the coherence bandwidth for LoS, OLoS,89

and RNLoS environments. In LoS environment, the mean90

values of τrms and τm are 12.84 and 16.95 ps, respec-91

tively. The mean excess delay increases in the presence92

of obstructions, with the smallest increase in the presence93

of plastic cup and the largest increase in the presence of94

ceramic mug. There is almost no increase in the mean95

excess delay in RNLoS environment for aluminum plate96

as a reflector and the equal angles of incidence and97

reflection.98

3) Analyzed the power delay profiles (PDPs) for LoS, OLoS,99

and RNLoS environments. We can observe that the strong100

reflections from the Tx and Rx electronics are present101

both in LoS and OLoS environments. Additionally, OLoS102

channels with obstructions of cylindrical shape, such103

as a glass beaker, a plastic cup, or a ceramic mug,104

also experience the diffraction at the convex surface of105

the cylindrical obstruction. The creeping waves, or the106

surface-diffracted rays that travel around the cylinder in107

clock-wise and counter clock-wise directions superim-108

pose leading to frequency dependant path loss.109

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.110

Section II describes the measurement equipment, antennas used111

in the measurements, and the measurement setup. Section III112

presents the path loss, shadowing, and multipath propagation113

analysis of LoS measured data. Section IV presents the path114

loss, shadowing, and multipath propagation analysis of OLoS115

measured data, while Section V presents the path loss and mul-116

tipath propagation analysis of RNLoS measured data. Finally,117

Section VI provides some concluding remarks.118

II. MEASUREMENT SETUP119

A. Equipment120

The block diagram of the D-band measurement setup is121

shown in Fig. 1. The Agilent E8361C vector network analyzer122

is used for all measurements. The E8361C has a frequency123

range up to 67 GHz; therefore, the N5260A (millimeter-124

wave controller) and OML V06VNA2 (millimeter-wave test125

head modules) are used to extend the range to the D-band126

TABLE I T1:1
MEASUREMENT PARAMETERS T1:2

(110–170 GHz). The N5260A millimeter-wave controller 127

provides radio frequency (RF) and local oscillator (LO) sig- 128

nals to the millimeter-wave test head modules and returns the 129

down-converted reference and test IF signals to the VNA for 130

process and display. The OML V06VNA2 frequency exten- 131

sion module has an LO multiplication factor of 10, which 132

up-converts the input LO frequency from 11 to 17 GHz, 133

supplied by the millimeter-wave controller, to the D-band 134

(110–170 GHz). 135

The full available bandwidth of 60 GHz is used in all mea- 136

surements, which provides the spatial and temporal resolution 137

of 5 mm or 0.0167 ns. Due to input power restrictions of the 138

mixers, a test signal with a power of 0 dBm is used, provid- 139

ing a dynamic range of approximately 90 dB for the chosen 140

intermediate frequency filter bandwidth of ΔIF = 100 Hz. The 141

number of sweep points is set to 801, and the maximum excess 142

delay is 13 ns. All measurement parameters are summarized in 143

Table I. 144

B. Antenna Characteristics 145

The antenna used in the measurement is a pyramidal horn 146

with gain that varies from 22 to 23 dBi from 110 to 170 GHz, 147

respectively. Both Tx and Rx antennas are vertically polar- 148

ized and have theoretical half-power beamwidth (HPBW) of 149

12◦ and 13.5◦ in E- and H-plane, respectively, at 110 GHz. 150

The E- and H-plane beamwidths also decrease to 9◦ and 12◦, 151

respectively, toward higher frequencies. Furthermore, antennas 152

have sidelobes that are at least 25 dB below the main beam 153

and all possible reflectors on the sides of the channel have been 154

covered with absorbers as shown in Fig. 3, to ensure that any 155

paths resulting from the sidelobes are suppressed. The mea- 156

sured S11 and the frequency-dependent gain of the horn antenna 157

are presented in Fig. 2. Note that the return loss shown here 158

includes the reflections at the interfaces between cable and test 159

head, as well as test head and the antenna due to mismatches 160

between them. Nevertheless, we can observe that the S11 is 161

below −25 dB across the entire bandwidth. In further analy- 162

sis, antennas are considered to be part of the channel impulse 163

response, which is typically the case in wireless communication 164

applications. 165
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Fig. 2. Reflection coefficient and gain of the horn antenna used in measure-
ments.

F2:1
F2:2

C. Measurement Scenarios166

In this measurement campaign, three different scenarios167

have been considered: LoS scenario shown in Fig. 3(a), OLoS168

scenario shown in Fig. 3(b), and RNLoS scenario shown in169

Fig. 3(c).170

Considering the short-range of D-band applications, the171

Tx–Rx separation distance d shown in Fig. 1, has been varied172

from 35.56 (14′′) to 86.36 cm (34′′) in 5.08 cm (2′′) incre-173

ments, giving a total of 11 different distances for LoS scenario.174

Furthermore, to mitigate the reflections from the ground and the175

metallic transceiver cases, the Tx and Rx test heads have been176

placed on top of a supporting plastic container, and all possible177

reflecting surfaces, including the ground, the equipment rack178

cabinet, and the front faces of the test heads, have been cov-179

ered with absorbers as shown in Fig. 3(a). For OLoS scenario,180

obstructions of circular cylinder shape, i.e., cups, have been181

used as typical objects present on desk tops. To study the impact182

of different materials on propagation in D-band, three different183

types of material, i.e., glass, plastic (polystyrene), and ceramic184

have been considered. The same 11 Tx–Rx separations as in185

LoS scenario have been used for OLoS scenario. Each obstruc-186

tion is placed such that the cylinder’s center coincides with the187

midpoint of the separation distance, and its top edge is 3.5 cm188

above the LoS path. Furthermore, to investigate the effect of189

obstruction height on path loss, we have varied the positions of190

the top rim of the cylinders, or h in Fig. 1, from 14.3 to 21.9 cm.191

The obstruction height has been varied by having different num-192

ber of styrofoam pads (which have been tested to cause minimal193

reflections at the frequencies of interest) underneath the cylin-194

der obstruction, as shown in Fig. 1. Note that the centers of the195

horn antennas are located 20.6 cm above the table. Finally, in196

RNLoS scenario, we use reflection as the main mechanism of197

wave propagation. Two types of reflecting surfaces, aluminum198

plate and fiberboard, having different reflectivity and surface199

roughness, have been used. Furthermore, by varying the angu-200

lar position of the Rx, while keeping the Tx position fixed,201

the range of Rx angular offsets at which the Rx can detect202

the reflected signal is studied. For RNLoS, the LoS separation203

distance was fixed to 76.2 cm.204

III. CHARACTERIZATION OF D-BAND LOS CHANNEL 205

A. LoS Path Loss and Shadowing 206

In this paper, we refer to mean path loss as the transmit power 207

multiplied by the transmit and receive antenna gains divided by 208

the mean received power, i.e., 209

PL =
Pt ·Gt ·Gr

P̄r
=

(
4πd

λ

)2

. (1)

The mean path loss is obtained by averaging a swept contin- 210

uous wave over time and frequency, i.e., 211

PL(d) =
1

MN

N∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

|H(fi, tj , d)|2 (2)

where H(fi, tj , d) is the measured complex frequency response 212

data matrix, N is the number of observed frequencies, M is the 213

number of frequency-response snapshots over time, and d is the 214

distance in meters. 215

Fig. 4 compares the measured path loss with the theoretical 216

path loss calculated using (1). We plot only 5 out of 11 separa- 217

tion distances to avoid clutter. We can observe that the measured 218

path loss curves very closely follow the theoretical lines. The 219

oscillations observed in the path loss curves have been found 220

to be a result of multiple reflections between the front faces 221

of the Tx and Rx test heads. Although they were covered 222

with a layer of absorbing material, as shown in Fig. 3(a), it 223

was apparently not thick enough to completely mitigate the 224

reflections. This resulted in the constructive and destructive 225

interference between the direct and reflected rays, which led 226

to the oscillation in the measured S21. 227

Fig. 5 shows the scatter plot of the mean path loss as a func- 228

tion of transmitter–receiver (T–R) separation on a desktop for 229

an LoS environment. We can observe that the variation between 230

different frequency-response snapshots over time is minimal. 231

This is because there are no temporal or spatial variations nor 232

additional clutter in the channel that would cause significant 233

variations in the measured path loss. Note that this finding is 234

significantly different from typical indoor measurements, where 235

path loss significantly varies around the mean value. This find- 236

ing leads us to conclude that the number of frequency-response 237

snapshots over time does not have to be large and we have found 238

that ten measurements are sufficient to capture all temporal 239

variations in the signal. 240

Path loss over distance can be modeled by the path loss 241

exponent model [31], i.e., 242

PL(d) = 10γ log10

(
d

d0

)
+ PL(d0) +Xσ (3)

where PL(d) is the average path loss in dB at the distance d, 243

PL(d0) is the free-space path loss at the reference distance d0, 244

γ is the path loss exponent that characterizes how fast the path 245

loss increases with the increase in the separation between the 246

Tx and the Rx, and Xσ represents shadow fading that can be 247

modeled as a zero-mean Gaussian distributed random variable 248

(in dB) with standard deviation σ. Single slope path loss model 249
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Fig. 3. Photographs of measurement scenarios. (a) LoS. (b) OLoS, glass as obstruction. (c) RNLoS, aluminum plate as reflector.F3:1

Fig. 4. Measured and theoretical path loss for five separation distances.F4:1

Fig. 5. Scatter plot of the LoS path loss.F5:1

is a statistical method used to estimate the path-loss slope and250

the variation from the mean path loss. This is an important tool251

when designing communication systems. More advanced sta-252

tistical models can be devised from the measurements if the253

Fig. 6. Confirming the log-normality of the shadow fading caused by variations
in T–R alignment in LoS environment.

F6:1
F6:2

single slope model does not produce adequate fit, which is not 254

the case in our paper. Alternative approach is a deterministic 255

approach (e.g., ray-tracing [22] and diffraction modeling [23]), 256

which is expected to produce more repeatable results; however, 257

it depends on the detailed and accurate description of all objects 258

in the propagation space. 259

To estimate the path loss model parameters γ and σ(dB) 260

in (3), we have performed the least-squares linear regression 261

fitting through the scatter of measured path loss points in deci- 262

bels such that the root mean square (rms) deviation of path 263

loss points about the regression line is minimized. The refer- 264

ence distance is d0 = 1 m and the free-space path loss at the 265

reference distance d0 is PL(d0) = 75.19 dB. The found path 266

loss exponent is around 1.97 and the variations due to shad- 267

owing are around σ = 0.12 dB. To confirm that shadowing 268

can be modeled as a zero-mean Gaussian distributed random 269

variable, Fig. 6 compares the measured distribution of shadow 270

fading with the Gaussian distribution. This shadowing is due 271

to misalignment between the Tx and Rx antennas. While this 272

may not be a conventional shadowing process, it is still a ran- 273

dom process that causes variations of received power at a given 274

distance. 275
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TABLE IIT2:1
MEAN EXCESS DELAY, RMS DELAY SPREAD, AND COHERENCE

BANDWIDTH FOR DIFFERENT T–R SEPARATION DISTANCES

T2:2
T2:3

B. LoS Multipath Characterization276

Multipath propagation is the propagation mechanism mani-277

fested when the transmitted signal reaches the receive antenna278

along two or more paths. Such waves typically arrive at the Rx279

from many different directions and with different delays, and280

combine vectorially at the Rx antenna. Such channel impulse281

response can be characterized as [31]282

h(t, τ, d) =
L∑

k=1

ak(t, d) exp(jθk(t, d))δ(t− τk) (4)

where L is the number of multipath components, ak represents283

the amplitude of the kth multipath component, θk is the associ-284

ated phase, and τk is the excess delay of the kth path relative to285

the first arrival, and δ(·) denotes the Dirac delta function.286

An estimate of the channel impulse response is made by287

taking the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) of the288

measured frequency response. The impulse response is then289

normalized such that the area under the squared magnitude290

of the power-delay response is equal to one. We refer to a291

normalized squared magnitude of the impulse response as the292

multipath intensity profile (MIP) at the single point in space.293

The noise floor of the MIP is set to 10 dB above the average294

Rx noise floor. Part of the MIP characterization is based on295

rms delay spread τrms, which is a measure of multipath spread296

within the channel. It is an important parameter for characteriz-297

ing time dispersion or frequency selectivity. It is the square root298

of the second central moment of the MIP and is given by [31]299

τrms =

√√√√ L∑
k=1

(τk − τm)2|h(t, τk, d)|2 (5)

where τm is the mean excess delay (the first moment of the300

MIP) and is defined as301

τm =

L∑
k=1

τk · |h(t, τk, d)|2. (6)

The rms delay spread, mean excess delay, and the coher-302

ence bandwidth (Bc = 1/(2 · π · τrms)) for three separation303

distances with and without the absorbers are presented in304

Table II. It is observed that the coherence bandwidths have305

almost doubled, or even tripled, when the absorbers are in306

place.307

For the distance of 35.56 cm, the delay spread τrms is308

expected to be lower, or equivalently, the coherence bandwidth309

is expected to be higher than that of the 76.20 cm, but the310

Fig. 7. Normalized PDPs for the three separation distances without absorbers. F7:1

Fig. 8. Normalized PDPs for the three separation distances with absorbers. F8:1

opposite is observed in Table II. This is because the distance 311

of 35.56 cm is short enough for the second reflected path to 312

be captured within the maximum excess delay of 6.67 ns. This 313

detection of an extra reflected signal results in the increase in 314

the delay spread, which leads to the decrease in the coherence 315

bandwidth. When the absorbers are used to cover the Tx/Rx test 316

head’s front face, we can observe that, while the reflections are 317

almost completely removed for 76.20 cm, there are still some 318

weak reflections observed for 35.56 cm. This has again resulted 319

in a slightly narrower coherence bandwidth for 35.56 cm then 320

that for 76.20 cm. 321

The PDP of the three separation distances in LoS environ- 322

ment with and without the absorbers that cover the Tx and Rx 323

test heads is shown in Figs. 7 and 8. Note that all PDP’s are 324

normalized, and referenced to the first incoming path. We can 325

observe that the later arriving paths caused by reflections off the 326

metallic test head cases can be attenuated using the absorbers. It 327

is also observed that the reflected paths have increasing excess 328

delay, more delay spread, and decreasing signal power with 329
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Fig. 9. Path loss in OLoS scenario as a function of frequency, where the obstructions are (a) glass beaker; (b) plastic cup; and (c) ceramic mug (upper row) and the
path loss scatter plot as a function of distance (lower row) for OLoS scenarios, where the obstructions are (d) glass beaker; (e) plastic cup; and (f) ceramic mug.

F9:1
F9:2

increasing T–R separation as they travel further distances with330

more power spreading. In summary, the unwanted reflections331

from the transceiver electronics will have a profound impact on332

the channel, and attenuating these reflected signals below cer-333

tain threshold could be an important issue when building the334

transceiver systems.335

IV. CHARACTERIZATION OF D-BAND OLOS CHANNEL336

A. OLoS Path Loss and Shadowing337

The OLoS environment is created by placing a glass beaker,338

a plastic cup, and a ceramic mug in the midpoint of the sep-339

aration distance, and its top edge is 3.5 cm above the LoS340

path. The measured path losses for these three scenarios and341

three different separation distances are presented in Fig. 9(a)–342

(c), respectively. The measured results are compared with the343

free-space theoretical path loss obtained using (1). The plots344

show that the measured path loss is much higher than the free-345

space path loss, which is an expected result since the OLoS has346

higher losses due to obstructions in LoS. Furthermore, we can347

observe that the plastic cup introduces the least amount of atten-348

uation compared to free-space path loss and that the variation349

of path loss across frequencies is minimal. The glass beaker350

introduces higher attenuation and as the distance increases, the351

path loss variations as the function of frequency become more352

pronounced. Finally, the ceramic mug introduces the high-353

est attenuation and the path loss variations as the function354

of frequency become dominant. We can observe that ceramic355

material introduces similar attenuation as a glass at lower fre-356

quencies, i.e., 110–130 GHz, but then the loss increases to over357

100 dB in the range of 140–160 GHz. We can also observe358

TABLE III T3:1
LOG-DISTANCE PATH LOSS MODEL PARAMETERS T3:2

that the maximum of the path loss changes with the separation 359

between the Tx and Rx. 360

Fig. 9(d)–(f) shows the scatter plot of the path loss as a func- 361

tion of T–R separation for glass, plastic, and ceramic OLoS 362

environments, respectively. All 11 distances are used for the 363

scatter plot to obtain the best linear regression fit. As in the 364

LoS case, there are minimal discrepancies among ten consecu- 365

tive measurements because the channel is quasi-static with no 366

moving objects in the environment. 367

To estimate the path-loss model parameters γ and σ (dB) 368

in (3), we have performed the least-squares linear regression 369

fitting through the scatter of measured path loss points and 370

the results are shown in Fig. 9(d)–(f) for glass, plastic, and 371

ceramic, respectively. The path loss exponents (γ), standard 372

deviations (σ), and the path losses at reference distance, 1 m, 373

(PL0) for all three obstruction materials are summarized in 374

Table III. We can observe that the path loss exponent of plas- 375

tic cup is the closest to the LoS path loss exponent value of 376

1.96, which is not surprising since plastic is very transparent 377

at D-band frequencies. For glass and ceramic, due to the con- 378

siderable blockage of LoS path, the path loss exponents have 379

increased above the free-space value of 2. In OLoS scenarios, 380

shadow fading becomes more dominant because of the presence 381
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Fig. 10. Zero-mean Gaussian distributed shadow fading and measured shadow fading for OLoS scenarios. (a) Glass beaker. (b) Plastic cup. (c) Ceramic mug.F10:1

Fig. 11. Variation in path loss with varying height of the ceramic mug
obstruction.

F11:1
F11:2

of obstructions. To confirm that shadowing can be modeled382

as a zero-mean Gaussian distributed random variable, we have383

compared the measured distribution of shadow fading with the384

Gaussian distribution in Fig. 10. Table III shows that standard385

deviation around the mean path loss is the smallest with plastic386

obstruction and similar (but much higher) for glass and ceramic387

obstructions.388

Fig. 11 shows variation in OLoS path loss with varying389

height of the obstruction, while the T–R separation is fixed at390

86.36 cm. As described in Section II-C, the LoS is 20.6 cm391

above the table, while h is varied from 14.3 to 21.9 cm. In392

Fig. 11, we can see that the path loss closely follows the393

theoretical free-space path loss curve when the LoS path is394

clear of obstruction, which corresponds to h = 14.3 cm in the395

figure. One interesting observation here is that the path loss396

curve for h = 18 cm is about 2 dB below the free-space curve.397

Geometrical optics simulations reveal that the ceramic mug398

height of 18 cm at separation distance of 86.36 cm places the399

top rim of the mug on the boundary of the beam. This results400

in the second ray that reflects off the mug’s top edge, which401

combines vectorially with the first LoS path, leading to a slight402

gain in the received power, and therefore slightly lower path403

loss than predicted by (1). On the other hand, as h increases, or404

as the mug obstructs more of the LoS path, it is observed that405

the path loss increases and becomes more frequency-dependent406

with higher peaks. For this case, our experimental results and 407

application of uniform geometrical theory of diffraction (UTD) 408

have revealed the presence of diffraction at the convex sur- 409

face of the cylindrical obstruction. The creeping waves or the 410

surface-diffracted rays that travel around the cylinder in clock- 411

wise and counter-clock-wise directions and their interference 412

seem to be causing the variation in the measured S21. Further 413

characterization of this particular OLoS channel is one of our 414

main future works. 415

B. OLoS Multipath Characterization 416

Fig. 12 plots the PDPs for three obstructions: glass, plas- 417

tic, and ceramics, respectively. We can observe that all three 418

PDPs have two distinct segments: one where the reflection peak 419

appears at the same time delay regardless of the T–R separation 420

distance (shown as 1 in the figures), followed by the reflection 421

peaks whose positions depend on the T–R separation distance 422

(shown as 2 in the figures). Here, we note that the difference 423

between the first and the second arriving path is always equal 424

to twice the cup diameter, regardless of the T–R separation dis- 425

tance, which explains why the multipath marked as 1 appears at 426

the same excess delay for all distances. Furthermore, from the 427

excess delay that corresponds to the first multipath (marked as 1 428

in the figures), we can conclude that this multipath corresponds 429

to a ray that penetrated the cup, reflected off the wall closer to 430

the Rx, reflected off the wall closer to the Tx, and traveled out- 431

side the cup to the Rx. Although the higher order of reflections 432

might be present, the Rx sensitivity is not high enough to detect 433

them. 434

From Fig. 12, we can observe that the PDP for the plastic cup 435

has weaker reflected paths compared to the glass and ceramic 436

mugs because most of the energy goes through the plastics and 437

does not stay trapped inside the obstruction. Furthermore, we 438

can observe that the PDP for the ceramic mug has significant 439

reflections only at the distance of 35.56 cm, whereas for 45.72 440

and 55.88 cm, it is difficult to identify them because the reflec- 441

tions are significantly attenuated due to material properties. 442

In the PDP section marked as 2 in Fig. 12(a)–(c), we can 443

observe that the position of the multipath peak depends on the 444

T–R separation. From the excess delay that corresponds to the 445

second multipath, we can deduce that the signal has traveled 446

through the obstruction, was reflected from the Rx probe head, 447

was reflected once more off the obstruction, and then received 448
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Fig. 12. PDPs for OLoS scenarios. (a) Glass beaker. (b) Plastic cup. (c) Ceramic mug.F12:1

TABLE IVT4:1
MEAN EXCESS DELAY, RMS DELAY SPREAD, AND COHERENCE

BANDWIDTH FOR DIFFERENT OBSTRUCTION MATERIALS

T4:2
T4:3

by the Rx antenna. Alternatively, the signal was reflected off449

obstruction, then reflected back from the Tx probe head, and450

then traveled through obstruction to the Rx.451

Note that the width of the main peak (first arriving path) is the452

widest for ceramic mug, which is followed by glass beaker and453

plastic cup, as observed in Fig. 12. This indicates that the ratio454

of the power associated with the strongest first arriving path to455

that of the following reflected paths is the highest for plastic,456

while the ratio is the lowest for ceramic. This agrees with the457

fact that glass is the most transparent to the waves, allowing458

most of the transmitted rays to pass through without multiple459

reflections. For ceramics, on the other hand, the transparency of460

the material is much lower than glass, which gives rise to more461

reflected paths that arrive with delays that are very close to each462

other. This high temporal proximity is manifested as clustering463

of the reflected paths, which leads to pulse broadening as shown464

in Fig. 12(c).465

The multipath characterization parameters, τm, τrms, and Bc,466

in the OLoS environment with the three different obstructions467

for the three T–R spacings, 35.56, 55.88, and 76.2 cm, are468

summarized in Table IV. The OLoS channel obstructed by469

the plastic cup has the largest coherence bandwidth of almost470

11 GHz at 35.56 cm, which is comparable with that of LoS471

environment for the same distance. Meanwhile, much narrower472

coherence bandwidths below 5 GHz are observed for glass and473

ceramic mug obstructions.474

V. CHARACTERIZATION OF D-BAND RNLOS CHANNEL475

Another possible way of communication is through RNLoS476

paths. Since the effectiveness of communication will depend477

on the reflectivity of the material; here, we compare two dif-478

ferent reflectors: aluminum plate and fiberboard. Furthermore,479

we investigate the effect of angular orientation of the Rx on the480

Fig. 13. Measured RNLoS path loss for different Rx angles with aluminum
plate, measured RNLoS path loss with fiberboard, and the theoretical free-space
path loss for d = 76.2 cm.

F13:1
F13:2
F13:3

received power levels. The Tx is fixed at φT = 35◦, and the Rx 481

is rotated between φR = 0◦ and φR = 90◦. The angles are mea- 482

sured from the direct LoS path. The T–R separation distance 483

has been fixed at d = 76.2 cm. The measured and theoretical 484

(free-space) path loss for several angles φR with aluminum 485

plate and fiberboard as reflectors are shown in Fig. 13. It is 486

evident from the figure that the level of received power is clos- 487

est to the theoretical LoS level when φR = φT = 35◦, since 488

the condition φR = φT ensures that the maximum power is 489

transferred through specular reflection. The slight discrepancy 490

from the LoS level can be attributed to the reflection coeffi- 491

cient of the aluminum plate. As the Rx angle φR, deviates from 492

35◦, it is observed that reception becomes weaker and the path 493

loss significantly increases. At the two extremes, φ = 0◦ and 494

φ = 90◦, we can observe that the communication is essentially 495

lost. Furthermore, we can observe that the path loss is higher 496

when the fiberboard is used as the reflector. This is not sur- 497

prising result because the fiberboard has lower reflectivity and 498

higher surface roughness. 499

The PDPs for RNLoS channel with aluminum plate and 500

fiberboard as the reflector for the angular positions, φR = 10◦ 501

and 35◦ are presented in Fig. 14. The peaks that coincide at 502

τ = 3.6 ns represent the paths bouncing off the reflector, while 503

an additional peak at τ = 2.7 ns observed for φR = 10◦ is a 504
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Fig. 14. PDP for different Rx angles with aluminum plate and fiberboard as
the reflecting surfaces.

F14:1
F14:2

TABLE VT5:1
MEAN EXCESS DELAY, RMS DELAY SPREAD, AND COHERENCE

BANDWIDTH FOR DIFFERENT Rx ANGULAR POSITIONS

T5:2
T5:3

result of the direct LoS path that arrives before the reflected505

path. Note that for the same Rx angle of φR = 35◦, alu-506

minum plate and fiberboard produce similar PDPs with a single507

reflected path and no higher order reflections due to the high508

directivity of the antenna.509

Table V presents the mean excess delay, rms delay spread,510

and coherence bandwidth for several Rx angular positions in511

RNLoS environment. As expected, we can observe the largest512

coherence bandwidth for φR = 35◦, at which maximum power513

transfer occurs. At the same angle, when the reflecting surface514

is fiberboard, the coherence bandwidth is four times smaller. It515

is also observed that the coherence bandwidth reduces rapidly516

as the Rx angle deviates from 35◦, dropping to megahertz range517

at φR = 90◦.518

VI. CONCLUSION519

This paper presents measurements and characterization of520

D-band indoor channels. The measurements are performed in521

LoS, OLoS, and RNLoS environments. For OLoS sceanrio,522

cylindrical objects of different materials are used as obstruc-523

tions. For RNLoS, different surfaces are used as reflectors.524

From the large set of LoS and OLoS measured data, the param-525

eters for single-slope path loss model with shadowing are526

devised. Furthermore, the analysis of multipath propagation is527

performed. The rms delay spread, the mean excess delay, and528

the coherence bandwidth for LoS, OLoS, and RNLoS environ-529

ments are calculated. In addition, the PDPs for LoS, OLoS,530

and RNLoS environments are analyzed. The results show that531

strong multiple reflections from the Tx and Rx electronics are532

present both in LoS and OLoS environments. Additionally, the 533

results show that glass and ceramic objects in the propaga- 534

tion path produce surface-diffracted rays which clock-wise and 535

counter-clock-wise superposition leads to frequency-dependent 536

path loss. Finally, the results show that the RNLoS measured 537

path loss with aluminum plate as a reflector is very similar to 538

free-space path loss when the angle of incidence and the angle 539

of reflection are equal. 540
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